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ABSTRACT This paper presents a metasurface-based single-layer low-profile circularly polarized (CP)

antenna with the wideband operation and its multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) configuration for fifth-

generation (5G) communication systems. The antenna consists of a truncated corner patch and a metasurface

(MS) of a 2 × 2 periodic square metallic plates. The distinguishing feature of this design is that all the

radiating elements (radiator and MS) are printed on the single-layer of the dielectric substrate, which

ensures the low-profile and low-cost features of the antenna while maintaining high gain and wideband

characteristics. The wideband CP radiations are realized by exploiting surface-waves along the MS and

its radiation mechanism is explained in detail. The single-layer antenna geometry has an overall compact

size of 1.0λ0 × 1.0λ0 × 0.04λ0. Simulated and measured results show that the single-layer metasurface

antenna has a wide 10 dB impedance bandwidth of 23.4 % (24.5 – 31 GHz) (23.4 %) and overlapping 3-dB

axial ratio bandwidth of 16.8 % (25 – 29.6 GHz). The antenna also offers stable radiation patterns with a

high radiation efficiency (>95%) and a flat gain of 11 dBic. Moreover, a 4-port (2 × 2) MIMO antenna is

designed using the proposed design by placing each element perpendicular to each other.Without a dedicated

decoupling structure, the MIMO antenna shows an excellent diversity performance in terms of isolation

between antenna elements, envelope correlation coefficient, and channel capacity loss. Most importantly,

the operational bandwidth of the antenna covers the millimeter-wave (mm-wave) band (25 – 29.5 GHz)

assigned for 5G communication. These features of the proposed antenna system make it a suitable candidate

for 5G smart devices and sensors.

INDEX TERMS 28 GHz, metasurface antenna, fifth-generation (5G), millimeter-wave systems, MIMO,

circular polarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth-generation (5G) new radio (NR) is one of the most

discussed technologies nowadays. Due to the exponentially

increasing demands for high data rates, low-latency, and lim-

ited bandwidth available in the microwave region, the 5G NR

systems will be using millimeter-waves (mm-waves) espe-

cially from 24 – 100 GHz [1]. The 5GNR is expected to bring

a revolution in our daily lives due to its seamless connectivity

throughmodern technologies such as smart homes, smart fac-
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tories, virtual reality, telemedicine, and automotive cars [2].

The frequency band allocation is a key factor in testing and

modeling of the 5G communication scenarios. The world’s

major telecom companies, standardization organization, and

government bodies are working hard in the standardization

and deployment of the 5G wireless communication systems.

The detailedmm-wave spectrum allocated for 5GNR is given

in Figure 1, in which most of the countries are considering or

have already chosen 26/28 GHz band for 5G NR [3], [4].

The design of antennas for the allocated mm-wave for 5G

has received huge importance in recent years [5]. Due to

the high propagation and atmospheric losses in mm-waves,
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FIGURE 1. The global 5G NR mm-wave spectrum.

high-gain antennas are required for 5G systems. Although,

the patch antennas provide the advantages of low-cost, planar

structure, and easy design have the disadvantages of narrow

bandwidth and low-gain. A lot of work has been done to

increase performance in terms of gain and bandwidth of the

patch antennas. By placing a superstrate above a patch with a

separation of half-wavelength or quarter-wavelength, the gain

of the antenna can be significantly increased. However, these

designs have high-profiles and poor mechanical properties

due to the presence of the air gap [6]–[8].

Moreover, multiple patch-substrates are stacked directly

to achieve wideband operation as well as gain improve-

ments [9], [10]. Such designs suffer from complex geometries

and non-planar structures. Lens-coupled antennas in which

a dielectric lens is placed on radiator especially at high-

frequencies to focus the radiated beam [11], [12]. These

antennas have the advantages of high gain and wideband

characteristics but have low radiation efficiencies due to the

losses in the thick dielectric material and bulky size.

The array antennas provide high gain to increase signal

strength but have the same channel capacity as a single

antenna (being fedwith the single port) and are suffering from

power losses in complex power divider networks [13], [14].

Dielectric resonator antennas (DRAs) are used to avoid the

ohmic losses in conductors in mm-waves [15]–[17]. Com-

pared to the DRAs in microwave frequencies, the size of

the mm-wave DRA is very small, therefore the practical

realization is the main concern.

Alternatively, metasurfaces (MSs) have been widely com-

bined with patch and slot radiators due to their properties to

manipulate the electromagnetic waves [18]. Basically, MSs

are placed at an optimal position above or beneath the radi-

ator for high gain and wideband operation [19]–[22]. Again,

the gap between the radiator and theMS layer poses the afore-

mentioned problems. Furthermore, radiators are sandwiched

between the MS layer and ground plane without the air gap

to improve performance keeping the planar structure of the

antennas [23]–[30]. Even so, these configurations have the

critical drawback of multiple-layers of the printed substrate

(MS layer and radiator layer), which increases fabrication

cost and complex design architecture.

Recently, antennas with a single printed layer using a pri-

mary radiator surrounded by parasitic elements/metasurfaces

have been reported in the literature [31]–[36]. In these

designs, every radiating element is printed on a single-layer

but have low gain and limited bandwidth. Moreover, all these

studies are at microwave frequencies.

On the other hand, the use of multiple-input-multiple-

out (MIMO) both in transmitting and receiving ends pro-

vides multiple paths for data traffic, thus increases the data

rate, capacity, spectral efficiency, and link reliability [37].

Therefore antennas with MIMO functionality is the key

requirements for 5G technology and are presented in the

literature [38]–[47]. Most of the antennas designed for 5G

mm-wave (26/28 GHz) band are linearly polarized (LP). The

LP antennas transmit only in a single direction while circu-

larly polarized (CP) antennas propagate in two orthogonal

directions with the same signal strength to offer the freedom

of orientation for transmitting and receiving antennas. This

is the reason, most of the antennas used in satellite/wireless

communication (RFID tags, sensors, tracking devices, etc)

have circular polarization. Additionally, CP antennas also

offer immunity against prominent propagation losses, inter-

ferences, and multi-path distortions in mm-wave frequencies.

It is evident from the literature review that a few works

have been done in the design of CP MIMO antennas at the

designated 5G frequency bands [48]–[50]. This is simply

because of the design and realization challenges that are

associated with the much smaller (few millimeters) physical

size of the antenna. The connector size is comparable with

the overall size of the antenna poses further restriction in the

design freedom. The Fabry-Perot CP antennas with MIMO

features for 5G [48], [49] provide high gain and isolation but

have the large antenna profiles, complex designs, mechanical

issues due to the air gap between superstrate and radiator.

Also, the multiple layered substrates/FSS (frequency selec-

tive surfaces) causes difficulty in the design realization and

are not suitable for mass production for practical applica-

tions. A dual-band CP MIMO antenna with twelve ports

for the 5G base stations is proposed in [50]. The antenna

system provides both LP and CP radiations based on end-user

requirements and the single-element antenna has a gain of 8

dBic with an AR bandwidth of only 3% (27.5 – 28.5 GHz).

Thus, it can be concluded that none of the reported anten-

nas in literature has the advantages of wide bandwidth, CP,

and MIMO features as well as the single-layer design at the

same time. Therefore, a low-profile CP MIMO antenna cov-

ering the allocated 5G frequency band is the need of the time.

Keeping the above considerations in mind, a single-layer CP

antenna based on MS and its MIMO characterization for 5G

communication systems is proposed. The antenna element

consists of a truncated corner patch radiator surrounded by a

MS of periodic square metallic plate unit cells. Most impor-

tantly, all radiating elements (patch and MS) are printed on a

single dielectric substrate for low-profile, low-cost, and mass

production suitability while maintaining high gain and wide-

band characteristics. The wideband CP radiations are realized

by exploiting surface-waves along the MS. Moreover, a 2

× 2 MIMO antenna system is designed using the proposed
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single-element antenna by placing each element perpendic-

ular to each other showing excellent diversity performances.

The main contributions of this work can be characterized as:

• To the best of the author’s knowledge, it is the only avail-

able planar antenna with a single-layer for the 5G mm-

wave band offering the advantages of CP and MIMO

characteristics at the same time.

• The antenna has an extremely low height profile

(0.51mm) being designed on a single-layer of the sub-

strate with minimum parts of the assembly that offers

low-cost and mass production suitability for practical

applications.

• The operating bandwidth of the proposed single-

layer CP MIMO antenna covers the frequency (25 –

29.5 GHz) band allocated for 5G communications with

good radiation characteristics and excellent diversity

performance (isolation, envelope correlation coefficient,

diversity gain, and channel capacity losses) without a

dedicated decoupling structure.

All the antenna simulations are done using CST Microwave

Studio. The rest of the paper organization is as follows. The

antenna geometry of the proposed single-element antenna,

its design methodology, radiation mechanism, and simu-

lated/measured results are presented in Section II. While the

design of the MIMO configuration and its diversity parame-

ters along with its performance comparison with state-of-the-

art works is discussed in Section III. Finally, the proposed

work is concluded in Section IV.

II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF THE SINGLE-ELEMENT

ANTENNA

In this section, the design, characteristics as well as the radia-

tion mechanism of the proposed single-element wideband CP

antenna is explained.

A. ANTENNA GEOMETRY

The schematics of the proposed single-element CP antenna is

shown in Figure 2. The antenna consists of a truncated corner

square patch radiator and a MS lattice of periodic square

FIGURE 2. Antenna geometry: (a) side view of antenna, (b) top view of
patch, and (c) top view of the patch with MS.

metallic plates, both are printed on a single-layer of a low

dielectric constant high-frequency substrate (Rogers 5880LZ,

εr = 2.0, tanδ = 0.0009). The patch is fed by an inset feed by

extending the pin of the connector through a hole of 0.65 mm

diameter, while the out conductor is soldered with the ground.

The MS cells have periodicity P and the separation between

the adjacent cells is g and are patterned around the patch for

performance enhancement. Since all the radiating elements

are printed in a single-layer, resulted in an extremely low-

profile of the antenna (0.51 mm ≈ 0.041 λ0), suitable for the

compact 5G smart devices. The antenna has an overall size of

only 12mm× 12mm× 0.51mmwhich corresponds to 1.0λ0
× 1.0λ0 × 0.04λ0, where λ0 is the free-space wavelength at

lowest resonating frequency. The parameters for the optimum

performance of the antenna are: A= 12.4, h= 0.51, w= 3.4,

g = 0.4, p = 2, wF = 0.9, and tc = 0.9 (unit = mm).

B. ANTENNA DESIGN PROCEDURE

The proposed single-layer 5G antenna based on MS evolved

from an inset fed square patch antenna chosen to operate at

the desired frequency of fr ∼ 27 GHz.

The initial patch dimension (w) may be predicted as:

w = c

2fr
√

εeff
(1)

where c is the light velocity and εeff is the effective dielectric

constant of the substrate. The antenna is fed from the bottom

through a coaxial feed to avoid the connector effects. Basi-

cally, the square patch antennas have LP radiation. Among

the conventional techniques, one of the easy ways to produce

CP is the truncation of the corners [29]. A set of diagonal

corners of the patch are truncated. This truncation (tc) is

tuned to adjusts the value of phase and magnitude of the two

orthogonal modes for the realization of CP. It is well known

that the single feed patch antennas have a limited impedance

(|S11|) and axial ratio (AR) bandwidths.

In order to improve the antenna performance, a MS made

up of a periodic lattice of square metallic plates are patterned

around the truncated patch antenna. The metasurface acts as

a secondary radiating source by producing extra resonances

both in |S11| and AR.

The simulated |S11| and AR of the corner truncated patch

antenna with and without MS is shown in Figure 3. As

expected, the antenna without MS has a narrow |S11| and AR
bandwidths of 5 % and 2.5 %, respectively with only one

minimum axial ratio point. However, the MS significantly

improved the bandwidth of the antenna. The antenna with

MS shows a wide |S11| bandwidth of 23.4 % and 16.8 % AR

bandwidth.

The gain of the antenna with and without metasurface is

shown in Figure 4. The gain of the antenna without metasur-

face is noted to be 7 dBic, while the gain with metasurface

is increased up to 11.3 dBic due to the increased aperture

efficiency of the antenna thanks to the metasurface.

Thus, a single-layer, wide bandwidth, and high gain CP

antenna is designed. The detailed design procedure of the
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FIGURE 3. Characteristics of the proposed single-element antenna with
and without metasurface: (a) |S11| and (b) axial ratio.

FIGURE 4. Gain of the proposed single-element antenna with and
without metasurface.

single-element antenna is shown in Figure 5. The flow-

chart explains the key design parameters and their impact

on antenna characteristics (|S11|, AR, and gain). Based on

the flow chart, the optimization procedure for the proposed

antenna can be summarized as follow.

1) DESIGN THE CP PATCH ANTENNA

The patch size (w) is chosen about half-effective wavelength

at the resonating frequency and fed near corner for impedance

matching. A coaxial feed is used to avoid connector effects.

A set of corners are truncated by a factor tc and optimized for

CP radiation.

2) DESIGN OF SINGLE-LAYER CP ANTENNA WITH MS

An array of MS cells is patterned around the radiator in the

same substrate layer and its dimensions (p, g) are tuned for

FIGURE 5. The design procedure and optimization of the proposed
single-layer CP metasurface antenna.

wideband operation. A proper number of MS unit cells and

its optimization resulted in gain enhancement.

C. RADIATION MECHANISM

The sub-wavelength two-dimensional periodic structures

known as MS have been widely used for antenna’s per-

formance enhancement by exploiting surface wave reso-

nances [26]–[29]. These designs consist of two separately

printed layers, the MS layer and the patch radiator layer. The

MS layer was directly stacked above the radiator to reduce

the antenna height. The proposed single-layer CP antenna is

based on these studies [26]–[29], where the antenna perfor-

mance is improved by employing a MS of periodic square

metallic plates to excite surface waves propagating along the

MS for extra resonances. The propsed MS also achieve extra

resoannces both in |S11| and AR profiles as shown previously

in Figure 3. Unlike the prior designs, the MS unit cells are

printed on the same dielectric layer as the corner truncated

patch radiator to avoid the critical problems associated with

two-layered antenna geometries, i-e high-profile, high-cost,

and design complexity.

The surfacewave resonances depend on the number (n) and

periodicity (p) of MS unit cells, which can be computed by

the transmission-line model as [30]:

βsw = π

Lcav
(2)

Lcav = p × n (3)

Here, βsw is the propagation constant and Lcav is the total

length of the MS cavity [26]. A conceptual diagram of the

surface wave propagation along a finite size MS is shown in
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the inset of Figure 6. The propagation constant of transverse

electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) waves can be

computed by [29]:

βTE = ω

c

√

1 − (ZMS)
2

(Z0)
2

(4)

βTM = ω

c

√

1 − (Z0)
2

(ZMS)
2

(5)

Here, ω is the angular frequency and c is the light velocity.

While ZMS represents the surface impedance of the metasur-

face and the free space impedance is denoted by Z0.

FIGURE 6. Concept of surface wave propagation and dispersion diagram
of the proposed metasurface.

The dispersion curves of the unit cell are computed and

plotted in Figure 6. For the phase shift of 90◦, the intersection
between dispersion lines and the vertical line shows the solu-

tion of equation (5), which represents the resonance point of

theMS. For the proposed configuration, the surface waves are

predicted to resonate around 28 GHz. Here, only the first two

eigenmodes (TE and TM) are shown because these dominant

modes have good broadside radiation based on the work done

in [26]–[29]. It is noted that these studies used 4 × 4 unit

cell MS, while we used 6 × 6 unit cells to compensate the

removed unit cells to print radiator and the MS in the same

layer.

FIGURE 7. Characteristics of MS unit cells: (a) equivalent circuit diagram
and (b) reflection phase.

TheMS equivalent circuit diagram of theMS and its reflec-

tion phase characteristics are also investigated and shown

in Figure 7. The MS can be represented by a series resonant

RLC circuit [Fig. 7(a)]. The impedance ZMS of the equivalent

RLC circuit can be expressed as:

ZMS = R+ j

(

ωL − 1

ωC

)

(6)

The capacitance C is due to the E-field between the gapes

of two adjacent square metallic plates. The inductance I is

because of the current flowing on the unit cell, while R is the

unit cell’s own resistance.

Furthermore, the reflection phaseϕ of the unit cell obtained

through full-wave simulation shows the in-phase reflections

like high impedance surface (HIS) for an incident wave for

a wide range of frequency bands (Figure 7(b)), suggesting

the broadband operation of the proposed MS [26]. In general,

the ϕ for HIS varies between +180◦ to –180◦ and gives zero

value at a single frequency. This phenomenon lays the funda-

mental support in the design of the single-layer antenna, since

the parallel image currents appear in-phase. Thus, the effi-

cient radiations of the HIS placed on the same plane as the

radiator is possible. The proposed unit cell gives 0◦ resonance
at 28 GHz, while the in-phase bandwidth (± 90◦) ranges from
25 to 31.8 GHz. In summary, the radiation characteristics

of the proposed MS used in the design of the single-layer

antenna are endorsed by the reflection phase characteristics

and can be satisfactorily explained using the transmission-

line model.

FIGURE 8. Photographs of the (a) fabricated antenna and its parts of the
assembly, and (b) far-field measurement setup.

D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To verify the design concept, a prototype of the proposed

single-layer wideband CP antenna is fabricated on a high-

frequency substrate (Rogers 5880, thickness = 0.51 mm)

through photolithography with a high precision level of

0.05 mm and tested for measurement results. The pho-

tographs of the prototype and far-field measurement setup

are shown in Figure 8. The pin of the mm-wave 2.92 mm

K -connector is extended up to the patch through a hole
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of 0.6 mm diameter. The |S11| is measured using PNA net-

work analyzer (Agilent Technologies E8364B) in open-air

condition. The far-field measurements are done at the ane-

choic chamber [56]. A standard gain horn antenna is used

as a transmit antenna and the prototype is measured as a

receiving antenna. Amplifiers were used to supply stable

power reception. The antenna under test is rotated to measure

the radiation intensity at different orientations. Owing to its

single-layer geometry, there are no issues of misalignment

due to the minimum parts for assembly. Therefore a good

agreement between the numerically computed and measured

results are observed.

FIGURE 9. Simulated and measured |S11| of the proposed single-layer 5G
metasurface antenna.

1) |S11| CHARACTERISTICS

The simulated and the measured |S11| of the proposed single-
element antenna is depicted in Figure 9. It observed that the

antenna offers a good impedance matching (|S11| < −10 dB)

for a wideband frequency starting from 24.5 to 31 GHz

corresponds to a fractional bandwidth of 23.4 % with respect

to the central frequency. The wideband characteristics are

thanks to the successful implementation of MS.

2) AR, GAIN, AND RADIATION EFFICIENCY

The radiation characteristics of the single-element antenna

in terms of AR, broadside gain, and radiation efficiency are

shown in Fig. 10. The antenna has a wide 3-dBAR bandwidth

(16.8 %) with several minimum AR points ranging from

25 to 29.6 GHz with a flat gain curve and a high simulated

(both with CST and HFSS) radiation efficiency of more than

95 %. Again, wideband and high gain characteristics are due

to the usage of MS as a secondary radiator for useful extra

resources. The measured gain achieved a maximum value

of 11 dBic with minimum fluctuations satisfying the high

gain requirements for 5G mm-wave communication systems.

The measured gain is little lower than the simulated values in

the entire frequency range due to connector/cable losses used

duringmeasurement. It is worth noting that theAR bandwidth

is overlapped within the |S11| bandwidth and the common

bandwidth of the antenna covers the allocated frequency

bands for 5G systems.

3) RADIATION PATTERNS

The radiation patterns of the antenna in E- and H -plane

at different operating frequencies are shown in Figure 11.

FIGURE 10. Simulated and measured (a) axial ratio and (b) broadside
gain and radiation efficiency of the proposed single-layer 5G metasurface
antenna.

The antenna offers stable and symmetrical radiation patterns

having low side-lobe and back-lobe levels at all the inves-

tigated frequencies of 25, 28, and 31 GHz in the passband.

It is observed that the left-hand CP (LHCP) is negligible

compared to the right-hand CP (RHCP). Thus the antenna

has RHCP in broadside direction (θ = 0◦). The polarization
of the antenna is further explained by looking at the E-field

from +z-direction (Figure 12). The E-field at two minimum

AR points (26 and 28.5 GHz) for various values of ωt (ωt=0◦,
ωt=90◦, and ωt=180◦) rotates in a counter-clockwise direc-

tion proving the RHCP of the proposed single-layer MS 5G

antenna.

III. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF THE PROPOSED

MIMO ANTENNA

Due to the increasing demands of smart devices and IoTs,

the design of the CP MIMO antennas at 5G bands is highly

desirable to provide fast-data rates, improve capacity, and link

reliability. Moreover, there is not a single CP MIMO antenna

reported in the literature with a single printed layer

configuration. Therefore, the single-element antenna

design is incorporated into a 4-port (2 × 2) MIMO system.

A. MIMO ANTENNA GEOMETRY

The MIMO consists of 4-single element antennas placed

orthogonal to each other and is simply designed by translat-

ing the single-element at 90◦ without changing any design

parameter except the overall size of the shared substrate as

shown in Figure 13. The distance between the two adjacent
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FIGURE 11. Radiation patterns of the proposed metasurface antenna at
different frequencies.

FIGURE 12. Rotating E-field of the proposed antenna: (a) 26 GHz and (b)
28.5 GHz.

MIMO elements is (2 × p) + g, which is actually the dis-

tance between patch edge to the substrate edge in the single-

element antenna. This arrangement ensures the simpleMIMO

geometry.

B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The MIMO antenna is fabricated for measurement results as

shown in Figure 14. The MIMO diversity performance in

terms of isolation, envelope correlation coefficient, diversity

FIGURE 13. The geometry of the proposed MIMO antenna.

FIGURE 14. The geometry of the proposed MIMO antenna.

gain, and channel capacity loss are studied to show the robust-

ness of the MIMO antenna system.

FIGURE 15. Reflection coefficients of the proposed MIMO antenna: (a)
simulated and (b) measured.

1) REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS

Figure 15 shows the simulated and the measured reflection

coefficient plots of the CP MIMO antenna. Since all the

antenna elements have symmetrical geometry and placement,

the antennas show almost the same reflection coefficients

curves. The MIMO antennas have a similar 10 dB bandwidth
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(24.5 to 31 GHz) as the proposed single-element antenna.

A little difference in the measured reflection coefficients

among the antenna elements are due to the soldering.

FIGURE 16. Transmission coefficients of the proposed MIMO antenna: (a)
simulated and (b) measured.

2) TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS

The mutual coupling between the MIMO elements can be

expressed by the transmission coefficient. The measured and

simulated transmission coefficients are plotted in Figure 16.

The antennas shows a high isolation characteristics without a

dedicated decoupling structure. Even the separation between

the antenna elements is only 0.36λo (4.4 mm), the anten-

nas minimum isolation is <-30 dB in the entire operating

bandwidth. This is due to the MS unit cells present between

the adjacent antennas, which serve as the decoupling struc-

ture. The mechanism of coupling reduction between MIMO

elements placing periodic structures between the antenna

elements is well explained in [41], [55]. The transmission

coefficient for |S12|, |S14|, |S23|, and |S34| show identical

curves due to the symmetrical geometry of the respective

antennas. Moreover, the |S13| and |S24| curves are the same

with lower values (<-35 dB), since these antennas are located

at the diagonal positions having longer distance among them

compared to other adjacent antennas.

3) ENVELOPE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

The envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) shows how much

MIMO antennas are independent in their individual perfor-

mance, for instance, radiation patterns and polarization. The

ECC (ρeij) for the MIMO antenna system can be computed

using both the S-parameters and far-field radiation patterns

using (7) and (8), respectively [47].

ρeij =
|S∗
iiSij + S∗

jiSjj|2

(1 − |Sii|2 − Sij
2)(1 − |Sji|2 − Sjj

2)
(7)

ρeij =

∣

∣

∣

∫∫

4π

[

ERi (θ, ϕ) × ERj (θ, ϕ)

]

d�

∣

∣

∣

2

∫∫

4π

∣

∣

∣

ERi (θ, ϕ)

∣

∣

∣

2
d�

∫∫

4π

∣

∣

∣

ERj (θ, ϕ)

∣

∣

∣

2
d�

(8)

where Sii is the reflection coefficient and Sij is the trans-

mission coefficient. � is the solid angle and ERi (θ, ϕ) and
ERj (θ, ϕ) are the three-dimensional radiation patterns of ith

and jth antenna, respectively. The ECC values obtained from

(7) and (8) for the proposed CP MIMO antenna are very low

(0.015) within the operating frequency, showing the excellent

diversity performance and uncorrelated far-field patterns of

the MIMO antennas (Figure 17). The simulated 3D radiation

patterns of the MIMO antennas is also suggesting that the

antennas are independent in their individual performance as

the radiation patterns do not deteriorate in MIMO configura-

tion (Figure 18).

FIGURE 17. ECC of the proposed MIMO antenna.

FIGURE 18. Simulated radiation patterns of the proposed MIMO
antennas at 28 GHz.

4) DIVERSITY GAIN

The diversity gain (DG) is an another fundamental parameter

that describes the effect of diversity scheme on the radiated

power. DG of the proposed MIMO is computed as a function

of frequency using the relation in (9) and shown in Figure 19.

DG = 10

√

1 − |ρeij|2 (9)

The diversity gain for all the antenna elements is more than

9.91 dB which is very close to the ideal value of 10 dB.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of the proposed single-layer CP 5G MIMO antenna with state-of-the-art works.

FIGURE 19. Diversity gain of the proposed MIMO antenna.

5) CHANNEL CAPACITY LOSS

One of the critical parameters in MIMO systems is the chan-

nel capacity loss (CCL). The correlation in MIMO links may

reduce MIMO capacity. The CCL may be calculated using

(10a) [47].

C (loss) = −log2 det (MANT ) (10a)

whereMANT is the correlation matrix,

MANT =









α11 α12 α13 α14

α21 α22 α23 α24

α31 α32 α33 α34

α41 α42 α43 α44









(10b)

where

αii = 1 −
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

n=4
∑

n=1

S∗
inSni

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

, for i, j = 1, 2, 3, or 4. (10c)

and

αij = −
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

n=4
∑

n=1

S∗
inSnj

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

, for i, j = 1, 2, or 4. (10d)

The CCL in the proposed MIMO antenna is computed using

[10(a-d)] and plotted in Figure 20. The CCL is noted to

be very low, i-e less than 0.19 bits/s/Hz in the operating

bandwidth, which shows the proposed MIMO antenna’s high

throughput.

C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

The proposed single-layer 5G MIMO antenna is compared

in terms of the overall height profile, bandwidth (|S11| and
AR), gain, design simplicity (number of printed layers and

presence of air gap), and MIMO functionality with the exist-

ing state-of-the-art designs in the literature in Table 1. For

a fair comparison, the antenna type (the technique used in

performance enhancement) and operating frequencies are

FIGURE 20. Channel capacity loss of the proposed MIMO antenna.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of the proposed MIMO antenna with other
mm-wave MIMO antennas.

also included. It can be observed from the table that only the

proposed antenna offers all the advantages of single-layer,

low-profile, wide bandwidths, CP, and MIMO functionality

at the 5G mm-Wave frequency band. The antennas reported

in [34]–[36] offer the advantages of a single printed layer

and CP radiations but have the disadvantages of limited AR

bandwidths and the absence of MIMO functionality as well

as low gain even though these designs are at microwave fre-

quencies. It is worth mentioning that among the 5G antennas

with MIMO capabilities [44]–[51], only [48]–[50] have CP

polarization. The antennas with superstrate [48], [49] offer

the advantages of MIMO, wide bandwidth, and high gain

(<14 dBic) have the critical disadvantages of design com-

plexity because of themultiple printed layers and the presence

of air gap. The CP MIMO antenna presented in [50], has a

low gain of 8 dBic while the CP bandwidth is restricted to

only 3%. The 5GCP antennas presented in [26], [51]–[54] are

missing MIMO features besides of limited operating band-

widths. Although [26] and [53] are offering wider operating

bandwidths but have drawbacks of multiple printed layers. In

addition, theMIMOmatrics (isolation, ECC, and CCL) of the

proposed antenna system with other MIMO antennas for 5G

mm-Wave applications is compared in Table 2. Even though

the spacing among the antenna elements (edge to edge) in

our design is 0.36λo has the minimum isolation of more

than 30 dB in the entrie bandwidth as well as low ECC and

CCL values. The high isolation characteristics of this design

are thanks to the arthogonal arrangement of the antennas

as well as the MS unit cells present among the adjacent

antennas which are acting as decoupling structure. Therefore,

it can be concluded that the proposed antenna outperforms the

existing antennas with the advantages of its simple single-

layer design, wide (|S11| and AR) bandwidths, and high gain
(11 dBic) with its excellent MIMO functionality.

IV. CONCLUSION

A metasurface-based wideband CP MIMO antenna with a

single-layer configuration having low-profile and low-cost

characteristics for 5G mm-wave applications is presented.

Both the CP radiator and the periodic metallic plate MS

are printed on the same dielectric layer to achieve the per-

formance enhancements. The radiation mechanism of the

antenna is explained in depth through reflection phase charac-

teristics and as well as the transmission-line model. The fab-

ricated single-element antenna has a compact size of 1.0λ0×
1.0λ0× 0.041λ0. The antenna exhibits a wideband opera-

tional bandwidth from 25 to 31 GHz for |S11| < −10 with

an overlapping AR bandwidth of 16.8 % (25 – 29.6 GHz).

Moreover, stable radiation patterns with little gain variations

from 9.5 – 11 dBic are also achieved across the operating

band. In addition, the proposed single-element antenna is

characterized for 2 × 2 MIMO system by translating each

antenna element perpendicular to each other. The MIMO

antenna offers good diversity performance showing high iso-

lation between antenna elements (< -30 dB), low envelope

correlation coefficient (0.015), and channel capacity losses

(0.19 bits/s/Hz) with a diversity gain of 9.91 dB. Owing to

these features, the proposed CPMIMO antenna can be a good

candidate for 5G systems.
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